AREAS OF USAGE

IMPORTANT

Nourishes and protects all impregnated
wooden areas (cupboards, tables, chest
of drawers, doors, walls,...and naturally
antiques!)

For especially light woods, like lime wood,
as well as any raw, untreated woods, we
recommend the Uni Sapon leather balsam
instead of the Wood balsam. The natural
colouration of the orange oil might possibly cause a slight change in colour.

USAGE

While treating a large area, please open
the windows during and after work, as an
overdose of essential oils may cause a
neural overstimulation.

Please, apply some wood balsam onto a
soft cotton or cleaning cloth, and rub the
desired surfaces carefully. If the wood
is especially dry, a second layer may be
applied. The treated wood should be
checked after a few weeks and can be
treated a second time, if necessary. If you
dust your wood piece with a little amount
of wood balsam once in a while, it maintains the shine and you may enjoy the
positive effect of essential oils again and
again.
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You will achieve the best results on woods,
which have previously only been oiled. But
of course, you can treat any impregnated
or painted furniture without further ado.
You will be surprised how easily scratches
and water spots can be removed.

Wood balsam
This premium product uniquely combines natural wood care
with aroma therapy. Pure jojoba oil, which normally is found in
nurturing natural cosmetic products, permeates deeply into the
wood and nourishes it from within. Thus, the natural wood pattern is revitalized, allowing your wood furniture to shine in new
splendour. As jojoba oil is a wax, seen from the chemical point of
view, rancidity is no issue at all. This advantage cannot be found
in any other pure plant oil. Natural essential oils spread a comfortable ambience in your living space.

